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Lesson & poster Rubric

The poster lesson is designed to provide an experience for elementary education majors to address the following
goals of the pre-Service teachers: (1) to enhance knowledge, skills, and strategies for teaching mathematics and
another subject area; and (2) to promote enthusiasm and self-confidence forteaching lessons that include mattU
another area and technolosv connections while usins the national and state standards.
Postcr Prese*tation 30
El Abstract Identifies the grade level targeted (l p0
E Abstract Clearly identifies the main idea & attract readers' interests (2 pts.)
fl Abstract Briefly summarizes the lesson to be taught (2 pts.)
El Demonstrates how $udent activity reinfimces the math and science concepts being
taught. (3 pts.)
E Demonstrates how students are involved in the use of technology to learn the
concepts. (3 pts.)
tr Calls attention to main ideas ofthe lesson (3 pts.)
El Is well constructed, neat, easy to read visually pleasing, and professional. (3 pts.)
fl Has a copy of the abstract attached to the Back of the poster (2 pts.)
n Has a lesson plan included in the poster presentation or attached to the poster. (2 pts.)
tr Has a design that communicates the lesson to be taught. (3 pts.)
El Is constnrcted of durable materials. (2 pts.)
fl Has mounted materials securely attached to the floster backing. Sprays, roll-ons, or

stick adhesives are affected by temperature and humidity variables; consider these
variables when storing or transporting your poster. (3 pts.)
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the poster. (1 pts.)
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)0Ortl Prescntetion 2& | /'.
Oral presentation comlnnentwill consist of a l1-mimie cla.ssroom presentation that
provifus simulation of teaching the ooster lesson ta ur elementsv class. Presenters
should be prepred to onswer Etestionstrom the professar about tle poster presentatian
and lesson plan.

D Studenttteam can clearly explain the lesson plan. (10 pts.)
E Studentlteam can ansvrer questions posed by professor and classmates. Answers to

questions reflect knowledge of plan, including objectives, assessments,
ageldevelopmental cognitive levels. ( I 0 pts.)

Comments on oral presentation:
Positives.

Neg*ives:

TOTAL 50
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